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1. Time on the surface of the planet with its atmosphere is not identical to Time outside the planet
Earth (extraatmosphere) in the Solar System.
2. Regardless of the size of the space in which a body mass exists, Time is vacuumed and so
flows in such a way that the greater the mass of a body, the more and/or larger the vacuums of
Time. If Time is vacuumed, it means that it is absolute, in the Euclidean sense of the word (with
edges), without the vacuumed structure being altered. This is determined by the location of time
in space in the Universe.
3. Time exists in compartmented vacuums in extension for other bodies (with a structure different
to a planetary one); as a mass of a human body distances itself from the mass of another body (a
planet), the human observes that time on the planet (on the surface) is flowing identically to his
own, but the whole mass of a planet’s body rotates faster the more the mass of the human body
distances itself from this (the planet). Upon returning back to his planet, he (the mass of the
human body) shows no physical changes; neither the mass of the human body which left (the
person is not younger), nor the other masses of the humans bodies remaining on the planet (which
have not aged).

4. a) Graduated Time in vacuums (vacuumed Time) is compartmented and in successions; this
means that Time is (flows) on the surface of a body mass in vacuum zero, and outside (away from
the surface of body mass) Time increases, meaning that it flows faster.
b) Time is graduated because it flows on the surface of a mass; it is neither identical to the flow
of Time in the extraatmosphere of the same mass, nor to Time on the surface of another mass. For
masses that vary according to size, weight and distance, graduated Time exists in successions
because it cannot be identical in the whole area around the body mass. If a body mass m1 is
removed far enough from another body mass m2 (which is much bigger than m1), m1 will observe
that time between the two masses is perceived differently, however, when mass m1 returns to m2,
then time changes back again.
5. God's Time is not the same as our Time! The earthlings’ Time is inferior to God’s Time.
6. a) Regardless of internal or external changes, a body mass is in absolute Time and space, at an
absolute distance and speed, hence its mass is also absolute.
b) Any mass in a compartmented space with Time in vacuum zero (on the surface of the mass)
will always absorb part of the “ether” of the Time of the compartmented vacuum that the mass is
passing through. Thus, in vacuum zero, on the surface of the mass, although our clocks will show
the same amount of passing time, it will automatically change.
c) A body mass in the space of absolute Time may determine its own Time and that of the
beings that live on it through its modification, both interior and exterior, depending on the
vacuumed compartments of Time it passes through.
7. a) A body mass, regardless whether it is alone or linked to other masses, has a limited space
structured in such a way that two boundaries, an interior and exterior edge, exist for each
individual mass, and the space is absolute, proportionate to its size.
b) In absolute Time, by means of changes to its exterior and interior, a body mass will always
be subject to modifications regarding time directly involving other factors that underlie the
continuity of the mass around another body, but it will never leave the limited space allocated to
it.
8. In astrophysics, a body mass will always be in a delimited Time with successive compartments
according to purpose.
Space, mass, distance and speed are forces and dimensions integrated in absolute Time and so
they are also absolute, so together they constitute absolute mechanics.
9. An absolute body mass, located in an absolute time with absolute space, will have a Euclidean
form with superior and inferior delimitations and will not exceed the absolute horizontal space
that it has available.

10. a) An inferior body mass such as a planet, star or satellite,

which is in a well-defined space

where Time, space and distance are absolute, will never reach infinite (i) speed and cannot exceed
the space it occupies in terms of size (volume).
b) A superior body mass (and not an inferior mass) such as an entity or a highly-evolved
spiritual person can reach a different speed to the speed of light (c) and this can occur at infinite (i)
speed, both in and outside the Solar System (on other worlds), but only if the divinity requires it.
11. Time travel in this Solar System cannot exist, because it is in a structure of absolute Time
where nothing happens by chance and everything happens with extraordinary precision – because
everything has a purpose and a deadline!
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